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Gradual (in Latin with rubrics partially in Dutch)

f. 1r

//In uigilia sancti andree apostoli. Comt die uig[ilie] Andriese up den sondach so
salmen dit naeruolg[...] in der octauen metten. Alleluia. Dilexit andream. A.
Dominus secus ma[re gali]lee ... Ps. Celi en//[arrauit]

Vigil of St. Andrew (29 November). The outer and lower margins have been
trimmed with loss of text.

f. 1v

//V. [Dilexit] andream dominus in ... Offertorium. Michi autem nimis. Communio.
[Uenite] post me faciam ... at illi continuo relictis reti//[bus]

St. Andrew (30 November). The outer and lower margins have been trimmed
with loss of text.

Parchment. 1 folio (foliated "CX" on the recto). 183 x 158 mm (the original written space is
uncertain). 1 column. 6 lines remaining. Ruled in ink.
Written in gothic script (littera textualis formata). 4-line historiated initial "D"
("Dominus") in blue on a dark red ground bordered with gold. The initial, of workshop quality
and badly rubbed and damaged by water, shows Christ standing on the shore with Andrew and
Peter in a boat. The 2-line initial at the beginning of the psalm is in black highlighted with
yellow. 1-line initials and the first letter after the historiated initial are in black capitals
highlighted with red. The extant margins on the recto are decorated with blue and gold vines
from which come pink, green and gold flowers. Rubrics are written in red in a less formal script

than the text. Punctuation consists of the punctus. Words and syllables are separated by
horizontal strokes in red. The foliation is written in red in the center of the upper margin of the
recto.
Gift of Henrietta C. Bartlett in 1954. According to DeRicci, Miss Bartlett obtained this
fragment from Maggs.
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